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Zanjeer (English subtitles); Directed
by: Prakash Mehra; Cast: Ajit, Amitabh

Bachchan, Bindu Genres: Action ;
Subtitles: None available. Air-a-Raha

Air-A-Raaha is a rock band from
Rishikesh. They play invigorating and
melodic musical compositions in the

style of hip-hop, metal, reggae and very
melodic. Jasna is an inventor who has

had a hand in many modern innovative
technologies, from solar panels to the
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development of mobile phones.
However, he is not alone in his passion
and desires - he has a wife, a beloved

daughter and a true friend. One day, in
order to get a clearer vision of his

future son, Yasna goes on an
experiment that causes a lot of

controversy in society: he sends his son
to a convent in the mountainous city of
Gorakshep to serve as a wife for several

nuns. Upon learning of this, Yasna's
father goes to Benares in order to
properly understand the issue. The

rebellious motifs that can be heard in
some Air-a-Raaha songs, the Rebel

himself called "touching and funny",
which help him fight against generally
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accepted rules. The single "The Crystal"
brought a lot of attention to this group;

it was a number one hit for Air-ay Rahi.
The band began their work on their

second single "Always" in November
2007. In early 2008, the band's official

website was added to Google. The
album "Dhivehi" was released on July

12, 2009. The album managed to hit the
top of the Indian music charts

according to various ratings. Aira Raha
wrote on her blog about listening to the

songs "Divehi", "Farming Girl" and
"You're My Heart, You're Mine". She
was more impressed by the songs "You
Are My Hearts", "Just Do What You

Want" and even "All You Need Is
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Love". "I Love You", "Don't Ever Drop
Your Face Around", "How Hard Is It to

Be Easy" and others were written
especially for the film Divine Girl.

"The Real Thing" (to avoid confusion
with "This Time") was released in only
two versions on the single. It was first

released digitally on AiraRahA's
official website, and then
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